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Since 1981, Canadian healthcare facilities have been receiving outstanding 
customer care in their dealings with Meditek. Patients and front line employees 
alike appreciate the reliability Meditek offers through superior quality healthcare 
products and services.

You care about your patients’ safety and well-being. Our job is to help you facilitate 
that care to the highest standard, while exceeding your expectations.

Personalized care and support are the cornerstones of what Meditek is. Coast to 
coast territory sales managers are ready to assist you in any way they can. With 
every contact, you will receive their full attention, vast medical products expertise 
and Meditek’s commitment to provide you with a solution that fits your needs.

You know your needs better than anyone. By listening to frontline user input, 
Meditek has become an established designer, manufacturer and supplier of a wide 
variety of medical products, from mattresses to stretchers. 

Our commitment to providing your team with the equipment they need in today’s 
fast changing environment gives Here for L.I.F.E. real meaning!

Leadership. Innovation. Focus. Excellence.

The Meditek Team

Welcome



1” Visco memory foam layer

Medium density foam

Denser bottom layer of ¼” 
closed cell foam

4 way stretch
Fusion covering

3 OR Tables
3 Stretchers
3 CT Scanners
3 Exam Tables

3 Birthing Beds
3 Hospital Beds
3 Angiography Tables
3 Including custom sizes

Cushions for:
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Cushions & Mattresses

STANDARD

Our standard cushions are comprised of a supportive robust urethane foam with a Lectrolite covering. We 
recommend them for shorter procedure times and for patients who are at low risk for developing ulcers.
These cushions are also electrically conductive.

SOF-CARE DELUXE

3 A top memory foam layer conforms to the patients anatomy
3 The middle layer transfers the pressure from bony prominences
3 The denser bottom layer prevents bottoming out
3 Complete with our Fusion 4-way stretch anti-sheer cover that is electrically conductive
3 All perimeter seams are welded closed to ensure a fluid-proof barrier which prevents cross contamination



Cat. No. 01-915
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